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A tasty combination

design@large

From extreme left clockwise: The main floor 
of the Noodle Bar with a view of Nikai, above; 
The Daisho dining room overlooking University 
Avenue; and Partners of the Design Agency [from 
left to right] Matt Davis, Anwar Mekhayech and 
Allen Chan. 

As befitting an establishment of one of the world’s top chefs, the food 
is the star at David Chang’s new Momofuku Toronto restaurant. However, there 
is also plenty to admire about the striking surroundings that are also causing 
diners to flock to this great culinary city.

The Design Agency, a local studio, is certainly proud of its work here after being 
presented with a challenging brief that began with how to fill architect James K M 
Cheng’s ‘ice cube’ and do full justice to Chang’s first venture into Canada.

“Yes, the pressure was there for sure,” Anwar Mekhayech, one of three 
founding partners of The Design Agency, says. “Partly because of Chang and his 
team, and partly because we really wanted to step up to the challenge. But also 
because this space wasn’t supposed to be about the design or have an ego of its 

When renowned chef David Chang announced he was opening a new restaurant in Toronto, 
the local design firm working on the project knew they had to come up with a stunning 
concept to perfectly complement the mouth-watering food on offer. TexT: steve hill

own – it was about the food and the experience as a whole, so we tried to be 
respectful of that.”

The designers’ starting point was to visit Chang’s famed New York City 
restaurant and also spend time with the chef and his team.

“Since (fellow co-founder) Allen (Chan) and I both have restaurant 
backgrounds, we knew that the space was going to be tough operationally 
because it had to be laid out over four floors,” Mekhayech says.

“Also, in the beginning David was coming to Toronto primarily to eat, 
experience the Toronto scene and think about the concepts he wanted for 
Momofuku. All we knew at that point was that there were going to be four food 
concepts with different price points. 

“While David was here, we had discussions and we really got to know him. 
We started trying out different ideas and through all of this the concepts and the 
design developed organically.”

The entrance to the 613-square metre restaurant is marked by Chinese 
artist Zhang Huan’s 10-metre tall and 20-metre long twisting stainless steel 
creation, Rising. This spirit of movement and organised chaos continues on the 
ground floor with the 70-seat Noodle Bar. A double-height space is wrapped 
in organically textured white oak walls contrasted by blackened steel bridges 
and stairs with a painting by album cover artist Steve Keene, of Neil Young at 
Madison Square Garden, supplying an unexpected blast of colour.

The textured oak wrap continues to the second level where Nikai, a 60-seat 
bar and lounge, provides a more intimate experience. The mood changes again 
on the third level, shifting from the grounded nature of the lower floors to 
the airy glass ice cube. Daisho offers communal seating for around 70 diners, 
complementing a menu that features large format meals for parties of four to 
10 people. And behind Daisho, a maximum of 22 patrons can join the chef at 
Shoto, a black, high-gloss inner sanctum and open concept kitchen.

“The first aspect that evolved was the material palette, which meant staying 
somewhat true to what was done at the Noodle Bar and Ma Peche in New 
York City,” Mekhayech says.

“The first floor was always meant to have swirly energy that transcended 
upwards to a crowning visual moment in Shoto. This, we found, was symbolic 
of the style in which Chang runs his company and how his cooks move up 
through the ranks and get better and better as they develop their craft.

“We instantly knew we wanted to have Shoto, the highest concept and the 
most expensive and personal experience, tucked in under the wood cube, 
facing some kind of an atelier and display kitchen.

“We pitched the idea of Shoto as a black stone cube that was supporting the 
wood cube above and housed within the glass cube – kind of a box within a 
box within a box.  This layout, encasing the black cube within the bar and wine 
displays, stayed pretty true to their original layout right from the beginning.

“The Noodle Bar’s wood walls were inspired by the layering and swirling of 
noodles in a bowl of ramen and evolved through the exploration of different 
wood screens and treatments.”
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At one stage, a connecting ladder went from the first floor to the very top 
of the glass cube before being dropped from the design, which began life at 
Momofuku’s original New York Noodle Bar.

Mekhayech said: “I would say this had to be the starting point because we 
were able to see the original character and gain an understanding of the overall 
Momofuku restaurant concept and how it operates in order to be fully able to 
lay out Momofuku Toronto and to start thinking about its design.

“It was really hard to make everything fit into the shell because there were 
so many requirements, from many different people, and the space had to be 
shared with the infrastructure of the neighbouring [Shangri-la] hotel.”

Vital to the need to provide all four restaurants with their own identity but 
maintain a degree of unity to the overall design and concept was The Design 
Agency’s approach to material palettes.

“There are white oak floors as you go up, concrete floors on the bottom, 
concrete columns exposed throughout, wood walls dissolving on concrete 
walls, raw metal details for cladding ceilings and bridges,” Mekhayech says.

“The differences are most apparent when reviewing some of the furniture 

choices, like how the Maruni armchairs in Daisho are padded and more comfortable 
than the benches in the Noodle Bar. The Maruni chairs are set off by the black and 
geometric rich Brilliant Willing light fixtures, which add another layer of impact.

“For Nikai we looked locally for an eclectic assortment of retro furnishings 
to deliver a somewhat retro-feeling lounge that would create a multifunctional 
flex space for Momofuku to use as they developed their concepts. The 1960s 
vintage Arthur Uminoff bar stools throughout Nikai fit in well.

“Shoto had to have comfortable stools with backs—something we thought 
was right for the Toronto crowd. So we used stools from a company in Brooklyn 
called ToKeN because we thought their design was almost perfectly customised 
for Momofuku with its artisanal quality and because it is novel in this city.”

Momofuku has proved to be an instant success in Toronto, with one critic 
declaring it to be the city’s leading restaurant within weeks of its doors first 
opening to diners.

“The concepts for the restaurants were still evolving right up to the opening,” 
Mekhayech says. “And from what I have experienced, they are still constantly 
changing, which makes the concept as a whole really great.” iD

From extreme top left: the entry to Momofuku Toronto from 
University Avenue; Daisho reception with a glimpse of Shoto;  
A view of the lounge seating at Nikai; Looking out from the 
Noodle Bar to Zhang Huan’s exterior sculpture ‘Rising’; The 
drama of Daisho at night; Zhang Huan’s dragon-like sculpture 
scales the side of Momofuku Toronto; The Nikai drinks lounge; 
and A sketch diagram showing Momofuku Toronto’s three levels 
of hospitality experiences.
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